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Abstract- Compressive sensing is an emerging technol-
ogy which can recover a sparse signal vector of dimension
n via a much smaller number of measurements than n.
In this paper, we will give further results on the perfor-
mance bounds of compressive sensing. We consider the
newly proposed expander graph based compressive sensing
schemes [31] and show that, similar to the 11 minimization
case, we can exactly recover any k-sparse signal using only
O(k log((n)) measurements, where k is the number of non-
zero elements. The number of computational iterations is
of order O(k log((n)), while each iteration involves very
simple computational steps.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compressive sensing has recently received a great
amount of attention in the applied mathematics and
signal processing community. The theory of compressive
sensing, as developed over the past few years, attempts
to perform sampling and compression simultaneously,
thus significantly reducing the sampling rate. What al-
lows this theory is the fact that, in many applications,
signals of interest have a "sparse" representation over
an appropriate basis. In fact, compressive sampling is
intimately related to solving underdetermined systems
of linear equations with sparseness constraints. The work
of Candes, Romberg and Tao [1], [2] and Donoho [4]
came as a major breakthrough in that they rigorously
demonstrated, for the first time, that, under some very
reasonable assumptions, the solution could be found
using simple linear programming thus rendering the
solution practically feasible. The method is essentially
constrained 11 minimization, which for a long time was
empirically known to perform well for finding sparse
solutions and has been known in the literature as "basis
pursuit" [5], [7].
While solving the linear program resulting from 11
optimization can be done in polynomial-time (often
0(n3), where n is the number of unknowns), this may
still be infeasible in applications where n is quite large
(e.g., in current digital cameras the number of pixels
is of the order n 106 or more) [8]. Therefore
there is a need for methods and algorithms that are
more computationally efficient. Also, in many of the
previous works, random measurement matrices are used
where a successful signal recovery can not be always
guaranteed although it succeeds with a high probability.
So it is also desirable to have an explicit construction of
measurement matrix for compressive sensing. made in
addressing these two problems for compressing sensing
[3] [10] [11] [16] [18] [21] [24] .
With the exception of the method in [11], the group
testing methods in [16] and the Vandermonde mea-
surement matrix based methods in [21], all the results
described above hold with "high probability" either over
the random measurement matrix or over some assump-
tions on the input signals [17]. While the methods in
[11], [16] can guarantee sparse signal recovery determin-
istically with explicit measurement matrices, they suffer
from the fact that they only work in the supersparse
case where k can not be kept as a constant fraction
of n. But recovering a constant fraction of n non-zero
elements via a small number of measurements is of
great practical interest [6]. If k 8(n), the complexity
of the methods of [20], [21] are of order 0(n3) and
0(n2) respectively, which will still be unpractical for
problems of large dimensions. Sometimes, it is also
required that the recovery schemes are applicable to
approximately sparse signals and robust to the noise in
the measurements and numerical errors.
In[3 1], the authors of the current paper proposed a new
scheme for compressive sensing with deterministic per-
formance guarantees based on bipartite expander graphs
and show that with k 8(n) (a constant fraction of n),
the recovery complexity of our algorithm is O(n) while
saving a constant fraction of n measurements. Moreover,
it was shown in [31] that the new method is applicable to
approximately sparse signal and robust to measurement
noise. But in the literature of bipartite expander graphs,
only the case of k being a constant fraction of n was
discussed, where the number of measurements is at
least a linear fraction of n. It remains unknown how
many measurements can be saved in the case where
the sparsity level k remains constant and the dimension
of the signal vector n grows large. In this paper, both
lower bounds and upper bounds are established for the
number of measurements needed in the expander graph
based schemes. By showing the existence of bipartite
expander graphs with 0(klog(n)) measurement nodes,
we prove that using the same techniques in [31], any k-
sparse signal of dimension n can be recovered efficiently
with only 0 (k log(n)) measurements, even when k may
not be proportional to n.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we give the background knowledge
and problem formulation for compressive sensing. For
reference, we introduce expander graphs in Section III
and review how they can be used to develop efficient
recovery methods with deterministic performance guar-
antees. Lower bounds and upper bounds on the number
of measurements are given in the section IV, where the
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main result of this paper, the existence of good expanders
with only O(k log(n)) measurement nodes, is given.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In compressive sensing the starting point is an n-
dimensional signal vector which admits a sparse rep-
resentation in some particular basis. Since the basis is
not of primary concern to us, we may, without loss of
generality, assume that it is the standard basis. In other
words, we shall assume that we have an n-dimensional
vector x C R', such that no more than k entries are
non-zero. Clearly, k < n.
The vector x itself is not directly observable. What
is observable are measurements of x that correspond to
linear combinations of the form
n
Z ajxj. (1)
j=1
We often have control over what measurements to em-
ploy, and this may turn out to help us. In any event,
assuming we have m (k < m < n) measurements of
this form, we may collect them in a m x n matrix A so
that
y = Ax, (2)
or, in other words,
n
Yi Z Aijxj, i 1,. im. (3)
j=1
The system of equations (2) is, of course, under-
determined. However, the fact that a sparse solution
exists, allows us to be able to find the solution. It was
a significant result when it was rigorously shown by
Candes, Romberg and Tao [1], [2] and Donoho [4] that,
under the sparsity assumption, the solution could be
found via solving the 11 optimization problem
min llxll,
x,Ax=y (4)
constructed measurement matrix for the proposed ex-
pander graph based schemes. In the next section, we will
introduce the proposed bipartite expander graph based
schemes.
III. EXPANDER GRAPHS AND EFFICIENT RECOVERY
ALGORITHMS
A. Expander Graphs
Expander graphs can be defined for arbitrary graphs,
however, here we shall restrict ourselves to bipartite
graphs. For a bipartite graph, we have two types of
nodes. Following coding theory parlance, we will call
one type left variable nodes of which there are n and
which correspond to the entries of x, and right parity
check nodes (or measurement nodes) of which there are
m and which correspond to the entries of y (or the
measurements). We assume that n > m. In a bipartite
graph connections within the variable nodes and within
the parity check nodes are not allowed. The existence of
edges between the different variables and parity check
nodes are represented by a m x n matrix A. In particular,
A J I if right node i connected to left node j
0 otherwise
(5)
for i 1,...,m and j 1,..., n. In what follows
we shall use the matrix thus obtained from a suitably
chosen bipartite graph as the measurement matrix for
compressive sampling.
1
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Fig. 1. A bipartite graph.
where llxlll = I Ixil is the 11-norm of the vector
x. The above problem is equivalent to a certain linear
program whose solution can be found in roughly 0(n3)
time. While the use of 11 minimization for finding sparse
solutions has been around for a while (see [5], [7]),
where it has been called Basis Pursuit, these were the
first results to rigorously establish that the method could
work exactly. The upshot is that something that appeared
to be practically infeasible can now be potentially com-
puted. For example, in [6], it was shown that if the
measurement matrix A satisfies the restricted isometry
conditions, then the 11 minimization can recover a vector
with up to k nonzero elements, where k is a constant
fraction of n.
Since the introduction of compressive sensing, there
has been a surge of research activity in finding explicitly
constructed measurement matrices and faster recovery
algorithms. In [31], we proposed to use expander graph
based measurement matrix and gave an algorithm with
0(n) complexity which can recover any k-sparse signal
with k as a linear fraction of n. There are explicitly
A bipartite graph will be said to have regular left
degree c if the number of edges emanating from each
variable node is c.
Definition 1 (Expander). A bipartite graph with n
variable nodes, m parity check nodes and regular left
degree c will be called a (can, 3c) expander, for some
O < o, 3 < 1, iffor every subset of variable nodes V
with cardinality less than or equal to aen, i.e., IVI < an,
the number of neighbors connected to V is larger than
cIVI, i.e., IJA(V)j > cIVI, where Af(V) is the set oj
neighbors of V.
Here we assume that each righthand side node also
has a regular degree d, where cn md. The existence
of expander graphs has been known for quite some
time since the work of Pinsker and Bassylago [27],
who used probabilistic arguments to prove their exis-
tence. Expander graphs arise in many applications: fast,
distributed routing algorithms [28], LDPC codes [26],
storage schemes [29], and proof systems [30], to name
a few. An explicit construction of constant regular left
degree lossless (with 3 arbitrarily close to 1) expander
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graph is recently given in [25]. The existence result for
the case where o independent of n (namely crn is a
constant fraction of n) is given in [26], [22].
Theorem 1. Let 0 < 3 < 1 and the ratio r m be
n
given. Then for large enough n there exists a regular left
degree c and a regular right degree d bipartite expander
(crn, 3c) for some 0 < o < 1 and some constant (not
growing with n) c.
B. The Main Algorithm
We are now in a position to describe our main algo-
rithm. We begin with 3 = and some fixed r4i n
(Thus, our number of measurements is m nr. We can
use the construction of [25], or any other recent one,
to construct an expander with some 0 < o < 1 and
constant c.) Denote the resulting measurement matrix by
A. In particular, assuming x C Rin is sparse with at most
k nonzero entries, we perform the m measurements
y Ax. (6)
We will assume that
k cvnikK< 2 . (7)
We need one further notation: given an estimate x of
x, we define as the gap in the i-th equation the quantity
n
gi = Yi-E Aijxj. (8)
J=1
Algorithm 1. 1) Start with x = On,1
2) If y = Ax, declare x the solution and exit.
Else, find a variable node, say xj, such that of the
c measurement equations it participates in c' >
of them have an identical nonzero gap g.
3) Set xj = xj + g. Go to 2.
Algorithm 1 is incredibly simple. What is remarkable
about it is that, in step 2 of the algorithm, if y 7t Ax one
can always find a variable node with the property that
c/ > 2 among the measurement equations it participates
in has identical nonzero gap g. Furthermore, the algo-
rithm terminates in at most ck steps. These two claims
are established via a series of lemmas in [31], which in
turn give the following theorem about the performance
guarantees of the expander graph based schemes.
Theorem 2 (Validity of Algorithm 1). Consider a regu-
lar left degree bipartite graph with n variable nodes and
m parity check nodes. Assume further that the graph is
an (crn, 3 c) expander and consider its corresponding
A matrix. Let x C RRn be an arbitrary vector with at
most k < canu2 nonzero entries and consider the m
measurements
y = Ax. (9)
Then Algorithm 1 finds the value of x in at most kc <
2can iterations. Ifwe assume that the bipartite graph has
a regular right degree, we will have a recovery algorithm
with complexity linear in n.
IV. RECOVERING k-SPARSE SIGNAL WITH O(k log n)
MEASUREMENTS
In the previous parts, we assume that the number
of nonzero elements k in a sparse signal vector grows
linearly with n and the number of measurements needed
in compressive sensing need to grow linearly with n, too.
However, in some cases, the number of nonzero elements
k remains fixed while the dimension of the signal vector
n can grow arbitrarily large. For the 11-minimization
framework, it has been shown that 0(k log n) measure-
ments suffice for perfectly recovering a sparse signal
vector of dimension n with no more than k non-zero
elements. In this part, we will show that only O(k log n)
measurements are needed in order to perfect recovering
all k-sparse signal when n goes large while requiring
much lower recovery complexity. Before going to the
precise statement and formal proof, we should notice that
in Section III, the signal recovery mechanism still works
as long as the parameters o 3 and c remain fixed for a
fixed n even if they are a function of n as n grows. From
the results of previous parts, to recover any k-sparse
signal, we need a (k, C) bipartite expander graph with
m measurements. So by showing the existence of such an
expander graph with m 0 (klog n), we actually show
that for any k, 0 (k log n) measurements are enough
for recovering any k-sparse signal with deterministic
guarantees even as n grows. Before showing this, in the
following theorem, we will give a lower bound on the
number of measurements, namely m, in order to make
an expander graph possible. Please note that this lower
bound is a general result in the sense that it is also true
for expander graphs with irregular right degrees.
Theorem 3 (Lower Bound on the Number of Mea-
surements to Make an Expander Graph). Consider a
bipartite graph with n variable nodes and m measure-
ment nodes. Assume further that the graph is a (k, 3C)
expander graph with regular left degree c. Then m must
satisfy (_k) (-4 Cc) > n/k.
Proof: We prove this theorem by 'double counting'. In
order for a bipartite graph to be a (k, 4 c) expander,
every 3ck measurement vertices must 'dominate' less
than k variable nodes. Here we say a measurement set
Q dominates a variable node v if v is not connected
to measurement nodes outside Q. We now double count
the number of 2-tuple pairs (Q, v), where Q is any set of
measurement nodes of cardinality 3ck and v is a variable
vertex dominated by the set Q.
Notice that there are in total (3mk) measurement node
set Q with cardinality 3ck and for the j-th (1 < j <
(3k>)) such set Qj, we denote the set of variable nodes
that are dominated by Qj as Vj. So the total number
(37
of 2-tuple pairs (Q, v) is 4jk) Vj 1. Now let us count
the number of 2-tuple pairs (Q, v) from the perspective
of variable nodes. For the i-th variable node vi, there
are 3-ck 1 ) measurement node sets Q of cardinality
3ck that dominate vi, where 1i (1 < 1i < c) is the
number of measurement nodes that the variable node vi
is connected to. So the total number of 2-tuple pairs
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(Q, v) is also equal to L7n 1 (7km 1j), which is no
smaller than (_kC3 ) n. For an (k, 'c) expander graph,salr (ck
- Jjl < k X ( ) because each set Q dominates~7= V4<k ck) s
less than k variable nodes. By combining the results of
double counting, we have(
-ck-c) < k x 4ckThis
proves Theorem 3. I
Lemma 1 (Constant Left Degree not Achieving the
O(klog(n)) bound). Consider a bipartite graph with
n variable nodes and m measurement nodes. Assume
further that the graph is a (k, 3C) expander graph with
regular left degree c. If m O(klog(n)), then c can
not be a constant independent of n.
Proof: It is straightforward from Theorem 1 that m >
) 1 which is a polynomial over n.
In the following part, we will give the main result
of this section, the sufficiency of O(klog(n)) measure-
ments to make a (k, 3c) regular expander graph for
n variable nodes. We prove that a randomly generated
bipartite graphs will be the desirable expander with high
probability. Different from the case where k is a linear
fraction of n, as proved in the previous lemma, we need
to carefully choose the left degree c and m.
Theorem 4 (The Sufficiency of O(k log(n)) Measure-
ments). Consider regular bipartite graphs with n vari-
able nodes and m measurement nodes. Assume that they
have regular left-degree c and regular right-degree d.
For any k, if n is large enough, there exists a regular
(k, IC) expander bipartite graph with m =O(k log(n))
for some number c (Note that the left-degree c depends
on n). Let x CE R' be an arbitrary vector with at most
k2 nonzero entries and consider the m measurements
node connects is
d (Clog (n)) x n/m nDk (12)
Take an arbitrary variable node set S of cardinality
k and consider the random variable Y, which is the
number of check nodes connected to S in this randomly
generated graph. Obviously,
kC log(n)
Y = Ii
i=l
(13)
where Ii is the indicator function of whether the i-th
edge is connected to a check node which is not connected
to any of the previous (i -1) edges. Suppose the previous
(i -1) edges are connected to Li 1 measurement nodes,
then Ii takes the value '1' with probability
TE-d x Li-, (14)
TE - Li-1
whatever measurement nodes the previous (i -1) edges
are connected to. Since any (i -1) edges are connected
to at most (i
-1) measurement nodes and i < C log (n),
we have
TE-d x Li-1 > TE-d x (k x Clog(n)) (1)
TE -Li-1, TE -(k x Clog((n)) (15)
So the probability that (1-Ii) takes the value '1' is
at most
1 TE-d x (kxClog(n)) Cn
TE -(k x Clog((n)) n-
whatever Ij, 1 <j < (i -1), are.
Define a new random variable
k C
-k -D'
y Ax. (10)
Then Algorithm I finds the value of x in at most kc2
iterations.
Proof: We show the existence of the expander graphs
stated in Theorem 4. Then the signal recovery per-
formance statement in Theorem 4 follows from the
existence of such an expander graph and Theorem 2.
In proving the existence of such an expander graph, we
show that a regular bipartite graph randomly generated
in a certain way will be a (k, 3c) expander graph with
probability approaching 1 as n goes large.
Here we take c Clog(n) and m Dklog(n),
where C and D are constants independent of k and n
and will be specified later. Consider the bipartite graph
as shown in Figure 1. For the time being, we assume
that C < D. So, in total, we have
TE (Clog(n)) x n (1 1)
edges emanating from the n variable nodes. We generate
a random permutation of these (C log(n)) x n emanating
edges with a uniform distribution (over all the possible
permutations) and connect ('plug') these (C log (n)) x n
edges to the (Clog(n)) x n 'sockets' on the Dklog(n)
measurement nodes according to the randomly generated
permutation. So the number of edges each measurement
Z kClog(n)- Y
kC log(n)
E (I
i=l
and consider another random variable
kC log (n)
Z'= > bi,
i=l
(17)
(18)
where bi's are independent binary Bernoulli random
variables of parameter c ( taking the value '1' with
probability c and taking the value '0' with probability
1_ c). Then the probability that Z > 1kClog(n)
is always no larger than the probability that Z' >
kC log(n). This is because whatever Ij, 1 < j < (i-1)
are, the probability of (1-Ii) taking the value '1' is at
most C conditioned on Ij, 1 < j < (i-1).
By the well-known Chernoff bound for the sum of
independent Bernoulli random variables [32], we know
that if C <
P(Z > kClog(n)) < e-H(4 D og(n) (1 9)
Here H(a Ib) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
two Bernoulli random variables with parameter a and b,
namely,
H(a b) a log a + (1-a) log aab a Il-g b (20)
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( Notes: Another way to get the exponentially decay-
ing upper bound
P(Z > 1kClog(n)) < e-H(H-D)kClog(n) (21)
is through the direct application of the Chernoff bound
for the probability P(Z > kClog(n)). Although the
random variables I's are not independent, the conditions
on the conditional probability still lead to the exponen-
tially decaying upper bound on P(Z > 'kClog(n)).
)
In summary, with probability no larger than
e )kC log(n), a variable node set S of cardinality k
is connected to no more than 3kClog(n) measurement
nodes. Since there are at most (n) < ek log(n) variable
node sets of cardinality k, by a simple union bound, we
have with probability at least
Pk 1- eklog(n) x e-H(%11')kClog(n) (22)
all variable node sets of cardinality of k are connected
to more than 3 kClog(n) check nodes. If we take the
constants C and D such that C is sufficiently small,
eklog(n) X eH 4HDw)kClog(n) Will go to zero exponen-
tially in kC log n. In fact, if C is arbitrarily small,
H(j 11 c) can go to infinity.
Similarly, for each integer 1 < I < k, the probability
that all variable sets of cardinality of I are connected to
more than 31Clog(n) check nodes is at least
Pi = 1 _llog(n) X e-H-H 1 C)log(n) (23)
By union bound, the probability that any set of cardinal-
ity no larger than k has good expansion property satisfies
be
k
P = 1 -E et log(n) X e-H( 11H)lClog(n), (24)
1=1
which is positive given that n is large enough and if we
choose c sufficiently small. This shows that we only
need O(k log((n)) check nodes to make a bipartite graph
a (k, 3c) expander.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We consider the newly proposed expander graph based
compressive sensing schemes and show that, similar to
the 11 minimization case, we can exactly recover any
k-sparse signal using only O(klog(n)) measurements,
where k is the number of non-zero elements. The number
of computational iterations is of order O(k log(n)),
while each iteration involves very simple computational
steps.
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